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Abstract
We present a stabilized superfast solver for indefinite Hanke1 Systems whose size is a
power of 2. The Hanke1 System is transformed into a Loewner System, which is solved
by using an inversion formula for Loewner matrices. This explicit formula for the inVerse of a Loewner matrix contains certain Parameters that are computed by solving
two linearized rational interpolation Problems on the unit circle. The heart of our Hankel solver is a superfast algorithm to solve these interpolation Problems. This algorithm is
stabilized via pivoting, iterative improvement, and by giving the so-called “difficult” interpolation Points an adequate treatment. We have implemented our algorithm in Fortran 90. Numerital examples illustrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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1. Introduction

Suppose ~tis a power of 2. Let H = H,, := [hkfl]k;10 be a regular n x n complex Hanke1 matrix, and let b E @“. We consider the Problem of computing
x := H-‘b.
The n x n exchange matrix E := [6k,n-I-I];[f~o transforms the Hanke1 System
Hx = b into the Toeplitz System Ti = b where T := HE andx := Ex. Algorithms
for solving a Hanke1 or a Toeplitz System exploit the structure and require less
??
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arithmetic
operations,
compared to 0(n3) for general linear Systems. The socalled “fast” algorithms require 0(n2) arithmetic operations, while the so-called
“superfast”
ones need only O(n log2 n) operations.
The latter use a divide and
tonquer strategy. The flow of classical (fast or superfast) methods is determined
by the exact singularity of the leading principal submatrices of H or T. The fast
methods compute the solutions corresponding
to successive nonsingular
leading
principal submatrices (sections). However, in finite-precision
arithmetic not only
Singular but also ill-conditioned
sections should be avoided. The algorithms that
have been developed for this purpose are called “look-ahead”
algorithms. They
look ahead from one well-conditioned
section to the next one and jump over the
ill-conditioned
sections that lie in between. For (scalar) Hanke1 Systems several
look-ahead
algorithms have been designed [10,17,7]. For (scalar) Toeplitz systems werefer to [12,11,16,15,26,28,27,35,19,
25,241.
For the block Toeplitz and the block Hanke1 case, the reader may consult
[48]. In [18] a look-ahead
Schur algorithm was designed for Hermitian
block
Toeplitz matrices. Several high Performance
algorithms for Toeplitz and block
Toeplitz matrices are described in [20], including two look-ahead
Schur algorithms for symmetric indefinite block Toeplitz matrices. In [43] a look-ahead
block Schur algorithm for Toeplitz-like
matrices was presented.
It is difficult to design a good look-ahead strategy. Only recently, a completely different approach was considered,
in which the (block) Hanke1 or Toeplitz
matrix is transformed
into a generalized Cauchy matrix. Such a matrix tan be
factorized via pivoting without destroying the structure. Hence, the Cauchy system tan be solved without using look-ahead
and the Solution tan be transformed back to the Solution of the original System. We refer the interested
reader to [22,36,31,33,32,20]
and the references cited therein. In [37] we presented such a transformation
approach based on an inversion formula for Loewner
matrices. In [38] we generalized this to the block case. This resulted in a stabilized fast solver for indefinite Hanke1 and block Hanke1 Systems. Based upon
the fast algorithm of [37], we will use a divide and tonquer approach together
with stabilizing techniques to derive a stabilized superfast solver.
The first superfast algorithms were designed by Sugiyama et al. [45], Bitmead
and Anderson
[6], Brent, Gustavson
and Yun [S] and Morf 1411. More recent
algorithms tan be found in [9,13,23,42,39,44,24].
For the block case we refer
to [40,21]. The main disadvantage
of these algorithms is that they cannot handle nearly Singular leading principal submatrices.
To overcome this Problem,
Gutknecht
[26] and Gutknecht
and Hochbruck
[28,27] developed an algorithm
that combines the look-ahead idea with divide and tonquer techniques. Because
in most practical Problems the look-ahead
step will be small compared to the
Order of the System that is to be solved, the algorithm is generically superfast.
This Paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will summarize the results presented in [37]. We will discuss how the Hanke1 System Hx = b tan be
transformed
into a Loewner System Lx’ = b’. An explicit formula
for L-’
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enables us to calculate x’as L-‘b’. This inversion formula for Loewner matrices
involves certain Parameters that tan be computed by solving two rational interpolation Problems. In [37] we presented a fast algorithm to solve these interpolation Problems. This led to a fast Hanke1 solver. In Section 3 we will use a
divide and tonquer approach to obtain a superfast algorithm for rational interpolation. The subproblems (at the lowest level) are solved via our fast algorithm. The superfast algorithm tan be stabilized in two ways:
?? Esch subproblem
(at the lowest level) consists of a set of interpolation conditions that are to be satisfied. Our fast algorithm constructs a Solution iteratively by adding interpolation Points one by one. Pivoting is used to
enhance the numerical stability. Some interpolation Points may have residuals with respect to the subproblem Solution that are very small: the subProblem may be close to degenerate. In this case these interpolation
Points, which will be called “bad” or “difficult” Points, will not be added
at the subproblem level. They will be put aside and added at the very end,
after the divide and tonquer procedure has finished, by using the fast interpolation algorithm.
?? The solutions
of the interpolation Problems at a specified subdivision level
are refined iteratively by using an inversion formula for coupled Vandermonde matrices [30]. The computed Solution of the Hanke1 System tan be
refined iteratively by using the inversion formula for the Loewner matrix
(cf. [37]).
In this way we obtain a stabilized generically superfast solver for indefinite
Hanke1 Systems, i.e. superfast in case the number of difficult Points is small and
fast otherwise. Numerital examples will illustrate the effectiveness of our approach.

2. Transformation

into a Loewner System

The fast Hanke1 solver that we presented in [38] consisted of the following
components:
1. The Hanke1 System Hx = b is transformed into a Loewner System Lx’ = b’.
The Solution x’ is transformed back into x.
2. An explicit formula for L-’ is available. The Solution X’is found as the product L-Ib’.
3. This inversion formula for L contains certain Parameters. These are calculated by solving two rational interpolation Problems.
By considering Loewner matrices based on roots of unity we tan use fast
Fourier transform (FFTs) to perform Parts 1 and 2 with arithmetic complexity
S(n log n) flops. In [38] we presented an o(n2) algorithm to solve the interpolation Problems of part 3. Hence, our Hanke1 solver had an Overall complexity
of c?(n2) flops. In this Paper we will show how our fast interpolation algorithm
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tan be replaced by a superfast algorithm. This immediately leads to a superfast
Hanke1 solver, although only for Systems whose size is a power of 2. In this section we will summarize Parts 1 and 2. We refer the reader to [38] for further
background, proofs, and implementation details.
. . , z, be 2n mutually distinct complex numbers, and define
Letal,.
,.hzi,.
Y := hl,. ..,vn) andz:= (~1,. , z,). Let Z(y, z) be the class of matrices
=eY,Z)

:=

1[“]I,,=,

I

Cl

,“.,

C,,dl)..., d, EC

1

The elements of 6p(y, z) are called Loewner matrices.
The set Z(y,z) is a linear space over @, and a subspace of the linear
space of all the 12x n complex matrices. Since addition of a constant to
all the 2n Parameters ck,dl leads to the same Loewner matrix, its dimension
is 2n - 1. The set of all the n x n complex Hanke1 matrices also forms a linear subspace of dimension 2n - 1. Hanke1 and Loewner matrices are even
more closely related. According to Fiedler [14] every Hanke1 matrix tan
be transformed into a Loewner matrix, and vice versa. Before we tan formulate Fiedler’s theorem we have to deal with some preliminaries concerning Vandermonde matrices.
Let tl, . . , tn be n complex numbers and define t := (t,, . . . , t,,). The Vandermonde matrix with nodes tl, . , t,, is given by

l 1
1 tl

V(t) = V(t,, . . . ,tn) :=

;

...

;

1 In

t;-’
f

...

.

ty

Let ft(z) be the monic polynomial of degree n that has Zeros tl, . . , t,,
ft(z) := (z - t,) . . . (z - tn).

and define
ft,j(z)

:=

nCz-

t!f),

j=

l,...,n.

k#j
Note that ft,j( z ) is a monic polynomial of degree n - 1 for j = 1, . . . , n. Define
the 12x IZmatrix W(t) by the equation

This means that the jth row of W(t) contains the coefficients of fij(z) when
written in terms of the Standard monomial basis (l,z, . . . ,z’-‘). Then
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(2)

The Vandermonde matrix V(t) is regular if and only if its nodes tl, . . . , t, are
mutually distinct. In that case Eq. (2) implies that W(t) is regular.
Let V(y, z) be the 2n x 2n Vandermonde matrix with nodes yI, . . . ,yn and
Zl>.‘. r=n, and similarly for W(y, z).
Theorem 1 (Fiedler). The matrix L := W(y)HIW(z)IT is Q Loewner matrix in
Y(y, z) whose Parameters q, . . . , c,, dl! . . . , d,, are given by (up to an arbitrary
additive constant l E UZ)

Proof. See [14], Theorem

12.

0

Note that L is regular.
A judicious choice of the Points y and z enables us to transform the Hanke1
System Hx = b into a Loewner System Lx’= b’ in O(n log n) flops. Let
w := exp (27ci/n) and suppose from now on that yk = &’ for k = 1, . . , n.
That is, let y = (1, CO,. . , CO”-‘). Let [ := exp (ni/n) and suppose from now
onthatzk=[ykfork=l,...,
n. That is, let z = ([, [CO, , (w”-‘). Note that
y = (1,<2,...,[2n-2)

and

z = ([,c3,.

,[2n-‘).

Let Q, be the n x n Fourier matrix,
R,

:=Lf(l,w )...)

d-1).

fi

Matrix-vector products involving 52, (g) amount to a(n) (inverse) discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and tan be evaluated via the celebrated (inverse)
FFT in O(n log n) flops. Finally, let D,,, and D,,; be the n x n diagonal matrices
D n,w :=diag(l,o,...,o”-‘)

and

D,,, := diag(1, [, . . , i”-‘).

Theorem 2 ([38]). The Solution to the Hanke1 System Hx = b is given by
x = fijn-‘Dn.i@Dn.<oxI,
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where x’ := Lp’b’ with b’ := ,/qb.

In other words, the transformations b + b’and x’ + x tan be done via FFTs
and diagonal scalings. The same holds for the calculation of the Parameters
ck,d, of L. We omit the details.
One tan easily show that rcz(L) = x2(H): the spectral condition number of H
is left unchanged.
We now consider the inversion formula for L and the connection with rational interpolation.
Theorem 3. Let pk, uk,jk
[Pl

. .’ pn]L=[l

[ Ul

...

u,]L=

and ük for k = 1, . . . , n be dejined by the equations
...
[dj

11,

...

d,],

Then the inverse of L is given by

(4)
Proof. See [49], Theorem 2.2.

0

A Loewner matrix is a special kind of Cauchy-like matrix. The inversion formula of the previous theorem tan therefore be seen as a special case of the formula given in the book of Heinig and Rost [34], p. 161.
The Parameters that appear in the inversion formula (4) tan be computed by
solving the following two (linearized) rational interpolation Problems.
Theorem 4. Dejine
u(z)

:=

f,(z)

u(z)

:=

-$kukfy.k(z),
k=l

-

eukfy,k(d:
k=l
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-~dki&f&).
k=l

Then the polynomial pair (u(z), u(z)) is the only pair such that
u(z) E C[z] and deg U(Z) = II, u(z) E C[z] and deg u(z) < n, U(Z) is monic,
?? t+k) = cku(,+) and u(zk) = dkU(Zk)
fOr k = 1,. . . , n.
The polynomial pair (C(z), u(z)) sa tisji es exactly the same properties and thus
u(z) G U(z) and u(z) E U(z).
??

Proof. See [49], Theorem 3.1. Compare with [50], Theorem 2.1.

0

Theorem 5. Dejine

q(z)

:=

fy

(z)

+

eckPkfy.k

cz)

7

k=l

i(z) := &kfz.k(Z).
k=l
G(z) := f&)

+

-&&&&dz)~
k=l

Then the polynomial pair (q(z),p(z)) is the only pair such that
?? q(z) E C[z] and degq(z)
= n, p(z) E C[z] and degp(z) < n, q(z) is monic,
?? q(&) = ckp(,+) and q(zk) = dkp(Zk)
fOr k = 1,. ..,n.
The polynomial pair (q(z),@(z)) sa ttsj es exactly the same properties and thus
q(z) E q(z) and p(z) = P(z).
Proof. See [49], Theorem 3.2.

IJ

Note that if pbk) and p(zk), k = 1, . , n, are different from Zero, then the
rational function q(z)/p(z) satisfies the proper rational interpolation conditions
qbk)/p(&) = ck and q(zk)/&k) = dk, k = 1,. . . , Iz. Sidarly,
if ubk) and u(zk),
k= l,... , n, are different from Zero, then the rational function u(z)/u(z) satisfies the proper rational interpolation
conditions
a(,vk)/ubk) = ck and
a(zk)/+)
= dk, k = 1,. . . ,n. The rational functions q(z)/p(z) and u(z)/u(z)
are different because their degree structure is different.
An easy calculation reveals the following connections with the Parameters
that appear in the inversion formula (4):
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As the Points y, , . . . , yn, zl, . ,z, are (up to a permutation) equal to the 2nth
roots of unity 1, [, . , [2nP’ we tan use the FFT to evaluate the polynomials
U(Z) and p(z) at these Points.
Once these inversion Parameters have been computed, the matrix-vector
product X’= L-Ib’ tan be calculated in O(n log n) flops. Indeed, L-’ tan be
written as
L-’ = diag@, , . . . ,p,)C diag(ul , . . , u,)
- diag(&, . . . , U,)C diag(pr , . . . ,p,)

(5)

if C is given by the Cauchy matrix
c:=

[

&”

1

kJ=1

’

As we have shown in [38], the product of C with a vector in C” tan be evaluated
in cO(nlog n) flops, and thus, because of Eq. (5), the same holds for the product
L-‘b’.

3. A superfast algorithm for rational interpolation
Let sk := yk and &,+k:= zk for
fl,...,&
E Czx’ as
fk:=

[_i,],

.fi+k:=

[_4]>

k =

1,. . . , n. Define the column vectors

k=

l,...,n.

Consider the set Y of all the vector polynomials W(Z)E C[z]*” that satisfy
the interpolation conditions
fkT+k)

= 0,

k=

1,...,2n.

(6)

If W(Z) E C[z]2x1 is an arbitrary vector polynomial, then the left hand side of
Eq. (6) is called the residual with respect to w at the interpolation Point sk. Every element of Y is thus such that the residuals at all the interpolation Points
are equal to Zero.
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The set Y forms a submodule of the @[z]-module UZ[z]*‘l.A basis for Y always consists of two elements, i.e., the dimension of 9 is equal to two [46],
Theorem 3.1. Let {B1(z),B2(z)} b e a basis for Y. Then every element
w(z) E Y tan be written in a unique way as
w(z) = Ul(z)& (z) +

u2 (Z)B*

(z)

with al (z), N*(Z)E c[z]. The matrix polynomial B(z) := [BI(z) B*(Z)] E IZ[Z]~”is
called a basis matrix. Basis matrices tan be characterized as follows.
Theorem 6. A matrixpolynomiul
C(z) = [C,(z) Cz(z)] E uZ[Z]~‘~is a basis matrix
fand only if Cl (z), C~(Z) E Y and deg det C(z) = 2n.
Proof. This follows from [46], Theorem 4.1.

0

Theorems 4 and 5 immediately imply that

is a basis matrix. This matrix polynomial is the unique Solution to the following
Problem: Given the interpolation data
{(s!Ofk): k = 1,. . . >Zn),
find a monic 2 x 2 matrix polynomial B(z) of degree n that satisfies the interpolation conditions
f$B&)

= [0 01,

k = 1,. . . ,2n.

(7)

The O(n*) algorithm that we presented in [38] calculates a 2 x 2 matrix polynomial B(z) of degree n that satisfies Eq. (7). This matrix polynomial is not necessarily monic. However, the determinant of its highest degree coefficient is
equal to one, and we have shown that this ensures that the correct value of
L-’ is obtained if the inversion Parameters are computed from the polynomials
that appear in the second row of B(z). The algorithm takes as input two column vectors of residuals (corresponding to the initialization of B(z)) and proceeds to zero these vectors. The residuals are updated after each step of the
algorithm. Pivoting is used to enhance the numerical stability: the interpolation
Point that has the largest residual is processed first.
Within the submodule 9’ we want to be able to consider solutions w(z) that
satisfy additional conditions concerning their degree-structure. To describe the
degree-structure of a vector polynomial, we use the concept of z-degree [46k
p;,z;z
T. The z-degree of . a .vector polynomial w(z) = [w,(z) w*(z)]
1s defined as a generahzatton of the classtcal degree:
z-deg W(Z) := max{ deg wI (z), deg w*(z) - z},
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with r-deg0 := -00. The t-highest degree coefficient of a vector polynomial
[wi(z) w~(_z)]~with z-degree 6 is defined as the vector [CU,021~ with oi the coefficient of Zs in w1 z) and o2 the coefficient of 26+’in WZ(Z).A set of vector
polynomials in C[z](Lx1 is called z-reduced if the z-highest degree coefficients
are linearly independent. Every basis of 9 tan be transformed into a z-reduced
one. For details, we refer to [46]. Once we have a basis in r-reduced form, it is
easy to parametrize all elements of Y with an upper bound on the z-degree.
b e a z-reduced basis for 9.
De$ne
Theorem
7. Let {Bl(z),B2(z)}
61 := t-deg BI(Z) and 82 := z-deg Bz(z). Then every element w(z) E Y having
T-degree < 6 tan be written in a unique way as
w(z) = ~11
(~)BI (z) + @2(z)B2(z)
witha,(z),a2(z)EC[z],

degal(z)66-&anddegcr2(z)<6-61.

Proof. See [46], Theorem

3.2.

0

Theorem 8 will enable us to devise an interpolation algorithm that is based
on a divide and tonquer approach. It Shows how basis matrices tan be coupled
in case the degree-structure is important.
Theorem 8. Suppose K is a positive integer. Let 01,. . . , oK E C be mutuahy
distinct and let c$, , . . .,$,~@~~‘.Supposethat~$~#[O
OITfork=l,...,K.
Let 1 < K <K. Let ZK E Z. Suppose BK(z) E C[z12’ is a zK-reduced basis matrix
with basis vectors having zK-degree 61 and ~32respectively, corresponding to the
interpolation data
{(WM:

k=

l,...,n)

Let z+,k := 61 - ~3~.Let B,_K(z) E C[Z]~‘~ b e a z,_k-reduced
responding to the interpolation data
{(ok, B;(o&&):
Then Bk(z) := B,(z)B,,k
terpolation data
{(ak,&):

basis matrix cor-

k = ic + 1,. . . , K}.
(z) is a zk-reduced basis matrix corresponding to the in-

k = 1,. . . ,K}.

Proof. See [47], Theorem 3.

??

The following algorithm implements this theorem. We Start with the (2n)th
roots of unity as interpolation Points. They are Split into the nth roots of unity
y and the rotated nth roots of unity z. The fact that we are dealing with (rotated) roots of unity enables us to do all polynomial evaluations and multiplica-
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tions via FFTs (and diagonal scalings). As n is a power of 2, this process tan be
repeated. At the lowest level the interpolation Problems are solved by our fast
solver [38].
recursive function [B(z)] + RecRatInt(S,L,,R,,N,~)
_ ZEiz

N = 2P+’ for some p E N: the number of interpolation conditions
_ s E CNX’: the (mutually distinct) interpolation Points
- L,, R, E CNx’: the initial left and right residual vectors
- B(z) E C[z]2x2: a z-reduced basis matrix corresponding to the given interpolation data

-

if N > 2 limit then
[~lrL,,,R,,,~2,Ls*,Rs21+
[h(z)] +

REcRATINT(Q

SPLIT(S,L,,&)
,&,,&,,N/2,

z)

for k = 1 (l)N/2
[i, (4 k, (k)l+ L,(k) Ra(kJ1. BI(SZ(~))
end for
? c the differente between the left and right z-degrees of BI(Z)
[B2(z)] + RECRATINT(S2,~~2,R,,, N/2,Z)
B(z) -BI(Z)
else

3,(z)

[B(z)] +- RATINT(S,

L,, R,,

N, T)

end if
return

As stated above, the recursive function RECRATINT
leads to a 0-reduced basis matrix with equal left and right 0-degrees. Hence, all values of ? will be
equal to Zero. This will not necessarily be the case anymore if difficult Points
are found and handled at the very end, to stabilize the algorithm. This is the
reason why we have to consider z-degrees.
Superfast Hanke1 (Toeplitz) solvers are notoriously unstable when applied
to indefinite Systems. We will stabilize our algorithm in two ways.
Dz~cultpoints: During the execution of RATINT all the residuals at interpolation Points that may be Chosen as Pivot elements tan be smaller (in modulus)
than a certain threshold. By processing these interpolation Points the accuracy
would decrease. These Points are therefore marked as “difficult”. They are handled only at the very end, after RECRATINT
has finished, via the fast-only algorithm RATINT. If at this Stage the corresponding transformed residuals are
still small, this indicates that the Problem is ill-conditioned. The Overall complexity of our algorithm will be O(n log2 n) as long as the number of difficult
Points is not too large.
Iterative improvement: RECRATINT
computes a basis matrix B(z) corresponding to the N interpolation Points s having initial left and right residual
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vectors L, and R,y. If there are no difficult Points, B(z) has the following degreestructure:
= N/2

1’

< N/2

[ <N/2

=N/2

In general, however, RECRATINT will discover difficult Points. If the number
of difficult Points is equal to II bad, the degree-structure of B(z) is given by
[<;

:;]

with CI+ fl + n bad= N. Therefore B(z) is not only z-(column)reduced but also
row reduced. Its row highest degree coefficient is equal to the identity matrix.
Let us introduce the following notations. The component polynomials of
B(z) are denoted as a(z), b(z), C(Z)and d(z),

Let s+ be a complex column vector containing all the “easy” Points, i.e. all
the interpolation Points except the difficult ones. Let L,+ and R,+ be the corresponding Parts of L, and R,. Note that these vectors have size a + /?. We denote
their components by ST, Lst.i and Rs+,i respectively (i = 1,. . . , z + p).
Let p be a complex column vector of size #p with components p,,
i = 1,. , #p. Let LP and RP be complex column vectors of size #p. Let
k, 1 E N. Then &(LP,p) is defined as the scaled Vandermonde matrix
j=O,l,....k

vk(&p)

:= diag(L,)

[d]

.

Note that h(L,,p) is a matrix of size #p x (k + 1). The last column of &(L,,p)
is denoted as vk(LP,p). The coupled Vandermonde matrix F&(LP, R,,p) is defined
as
&(L&,P)

:=

[ vk(Lp>p)

W,,P)].

It is a matrix of size #p x (k + 1 + 2).
Let p(z) E C[z] be a polynomial and let S E N be an arbitrary upper bound
for its degree. Then the stacking vector j& E Ca+’of p(z) with respect to 6 is the
defined by the equation
[l

z

. . . zs ]j& =

p(z).

The vector & E @”is obtained by deleting the last component of j6. Let pi be
the coefficient of t in p(z) for i = 0, 1, ~. . Of course, Pi = 0 if i > deg p(z).
The stacking vectors ti=, 6,, C, and ds satisfy the following linear System of
homogeneous equations:
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,,,,,+J?~+,s+)[
4, d;j
=[: :]
or
a
;:
[ ß

&-,&Lr+,R,+,s+)

1

= [ -u,(L,+,

;
ß

s+ )

-q(R,-

,s+)].

(8)

Note that ~_l,ß_l (L,y+,R,+ , s+) is a Square nonsingular matrix. To enhance the
accuracy of the computed approximations to tia, $, CLand 2; we will use iterative refinement based on an inversion formula for this matrix.
The following theorem provides us with the Parameters for an inversion formula for coupled Vandermonde matrices.
Theorem 9. Let V,_ 1,b- 1(L,+ , R,+ , 3’) be nonsingular
B(z) = [ ;i;;

and

$1

as dejined by Eq. (8). Then the 3 x 2 System of linear equations
B(s’)hi

=

htS,i

dgi]

[ij

= [a].

[

[L.y*,i R.y+,i]B’(sl)hi = 1
has a unique Solution
hi =

hi,l
[ h IJ

1

EC2x’

foreueryiE{l,...,a+ß}.

Proof. See [30], Proposition 4.2.

0

Theorem 10. Let V := V,_ 1,ß_1(L,+ , R,+ , s+) be nonsingular

B(z)= [ ;i;;

$1

as dejined by Eq. (8). Then the inverse of V is given by
V_’ = WV,_,,ß_,(H,,H2,s+)T
with
w :=

and
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where

Cl

c:=

. . .

1
.:

Cß

...

ca

1

dß

V”“,

1
E

arc upper triangular Hanke1 matrices.
Proof. See [30], Theorem 4.1.

1
E

eß

0

The interpolation Points S+ together with the difficult Points form a set of N
Points that are equally spaced on the unit circle. The computation of the inversion Parameters Hl and Hl tan therefore be done in O(N log N) flops. Esch iterative refinement step based on the inversion formula of Theorem 2 also
involves O(N log N) flops. Iterative refinement tan be applied at one or more
intermediate levels.
We are now ready to formulate the stabilized Version of our algorithm. Iterative refinement is applied in case the number of interpolation conditions
is equal to 2 reflimit.
IX!CUrSiVe
fUnCtiOn [B(Z), Sbad] +- RECRATINT(S, zt,, R,, N, 7)
_ ZEZ
- N = 2pt1 for some p E N: the number of interpolation

conditions
_ S E CNX’: the (mutually distinct) interpolation Points
- L,,R, E CNxl: the initial left and right residual vectors
- B(z) E C[z]2x2: a r-reduced basis matrix corresponding to the given interpolation data
_ $,a,j: a complex column vector containing the difficult interpolation Points
if N > 2 limitthen
[~~,Ls,rRs,,~z,Lsz,Rszl + SPLIT(S,L,&)
[&(z),s bad,l] + RECRATINT(Sl,L,,,R,,,N/2,t)
for k = 1 (l)N/2
k,(k)
k, (k)l+ L,(k) 4n (k)l. BI(SZ@))
end for
Z + the differente between the left and right z-degrees of Bi (z)
[B2 (Z), 2 bad,2] +
B(Z)

RECRATIm(S2,

+- Bl (Z) . i2(Z)

s bad +

s bad,l @ 5 bad,2

Es,, Es, >NP,

z”)
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else
[B(Z),S bad] + RATINT(%
end if
if N = 2 reflimit then
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Ls, Rs, N, z)

S+ +S@Sbad
[B(z)]

+

IT=(+),

sf, L+ , &+ , N, N ref)

end if
return
fUUCtiOU [B(Z)] + RATINTALL(S, L,, R,, N, T)
_ TEZ
- N = 2p+’for some p E N: the number of interpolation

conditions
_ s E CNX’: the (mutually distinct) interpolation Points
- L,,R, E CNx’: the initial left and right residual vectors
- B(z) E C[z]2x2: a r-reduced basis matrix corresponding to the given interpolation data
[B+(Z),S bad] + RECRATINT(S, L,, R,, N, T)
N

bad +

=E(Sbad)

if &,j > 0 then
C&3lklte

z- t

Lbad and &,,j
the differente between the left and right z-degrees of B+(z)

[B-(Z)] + RATIm(Sbadr
B(z) +-- B+(z) B-(z)

Lbad,

Rbad, Nbad, z-)

end if
return

4. Numerital examples
We have implemented our Hanke1 solver in Fortran 90 and in Matlab. ’ In
the Fortran version the FFTs are calculated via FFTPACK.
We considered double precision n x n real Hanke1 matrices H, whose entries
were random uniformly distributed in [0, l] with n = 2k for k = 1, . , 17. Note
that 2i7 = 1 31 072. The right hand sides b, E [w” were calculated such that
& := H;‘b, = [1 . . . llT. The calculations have been done by an IBM SP2 with
machine precision z 0.2210-i5 in double precision.
Fig. 1 Shows the results obtained by our algorithm in case no iterative refinement was applied, and in case up to 15 Steps of iterative refinement were applied to enhance the accuracy of the computed Solution to the Hanke1

’ We plan to make the Fortran
www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/-marc/hankel/.

90 package

as weil as the Matlab

m-files available

at http://
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relative error on the residual for Hanke1 matrices of order 2Y
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Fig. 1. Ilb,, - H,,X,ll,/llbJ,

versus k = log2 n for k = 1,.

, 17.

System. As a matrix-vector product involving a Hanke1 matrix amounts to a
convolution of two vectors, or, equivalently, the product of two polynomials,
the residual r, := b, - ff,&, tan be calculated via FFT in 0(n log n) flops. This
implies that improving an approximation for X, iteratively does not add substantially to the S(n log2 n) complexity of our algorithm. For each value of
k, five Hanke1 matrices were considered. Let in) be the approximation to the
Solution x, after 1 Steps of iterative improvement. We made the algorithm stop
as soon as the impact of iterative improvement stagnated,

Interpolation Problems of size < 26 were solved by our fast-only algorithm.
We experimented to find an ‘optimal’ subproblem size. Our algorithm performed equally well with subproblem sizes of 24, 25, 2’ or even 28. Its Performance
seems to be rather insensitive to the exact subproblem size, as long as this is
‘near’ 26.
Our next figures represent timings. As on our Computer System measurements of very small execution times seem to be rather inaccurate, we limit
the k-axis to that part where the results are meaningful. This is why in the following figures k does not Start at 1 but at a larger value.
Fig. 2 Shows the execution time for Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting (GEPP) (these results were calculated via the LAPACK routines CGETRF
and CGETRS), our fast algorithm [38] and our superfast algorithm.
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execution tima for Hanke1 matrfces of Order 2Ak
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Fig. 2. Execution
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Fig. 3 presents the results shown in Fig. 2 in a different way. It gives the
magnification of the execution time. For each k, it tells us by which factor
theexecution time is to be multiplied if we go from k - 1 to k:

magnffication

of exacution

time for Hanke1 matrices of order ZAk
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Fig. 4. Transformation

time as percentage

of the execution

time.

Fig. 4 shows that our algorithm spends only a small part of its execution time
on the transformation from Hanke1 to Loewner and back. The Solution of the rational interpolation Problems is (obviously) the most time-consuming part of the
algorithm. For each value of k, five Hanke1 matrices were considered.
iteratiie refinement time for Hanke1 matrices of order 2%
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The computed Solution to the Hanke1 System tan be refined iteratively.
Fig. 5 shows how much execution time was spent on iterative refinement as
percentage of the execution time in case no iterative refinement was applied.
We considered one, two, three or four Steps of iterative refinement. For each
value of k and each number of iterative refinement Steps, five Hanke1 matrices
were considered.

5. Conclusion

In this Paper, we have designed a generically superfast algorithm for solving
Hanke1 Systems. This design is based on several tools that tan be used to stabilize the method. Transforming the Hanke1 System into an interpolation problem allows the use of pivoting at the lowest “fast” level of the algorithm. If the
Pivots are too small, the corresponding interpolation conditions are handled
only after the recursive “superfast” part of the algorithm. The stability tan also
be enhanced via iterative refinement. This tan be applied at (several or even
each) intermediate level(s), based on an inversion formula for coupled Vandermonde matrices, or at the very end, based on an inversion formula for Loewner
matrices. The implementation and combination of these tools requires the determination of several Parameters that have a mutual effect on each other. How
to make a good choice for these Parameters is still an open Problem. In our numerical experiments we have tuned these Parameters manually. This led to very
satisfactory results.
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